
Roy’s Copier Service Ltd. 
6960 MacPherson Avenue 
Burnaby, B.C.  V5J 4N3 

May 1, 2020 

Dear Valued Customers & Community Stakeholders, 

As hope of a return to a new normal continues to build momentum in B.C., we sincerely hope that 
this message finds you well, safe, and ready to meet the challenge.   

Your safety & well-being continue to be our number one priority.  This cornerstone has never been 
more important than now, as more COVID-19 information comes to light and best practices evolve.  
Your trust in us to always act in your best interest is something we do not take lightly.   

The following are a few policies that we have introduced to ultimately help keep you safe and further 
strengthen your trust in Roy’s Copier.   

1. Hand washing.  Proper hand hygiene is mandatory for our personnel upon arrival and when
departing one’s premises.

2. Over the phone support.  Where possible, we will make every effort to troubleshoot your issues
over the phone first.  This allows us to more effectively diagnose, and isolate the issue thus
reducing the time on your premises.

3. Scheduled arrival.  Our personnel will schedule our arrival.  This will allow you to prepare for and
coordinate our arrival with your security, safety, and office personnel to ensure compliance with
your policies and procedures.

4. Symptom-free personnel.  Only ROY’S personnel that are completely symptom-free will be
working.  If any employee has any symptom of sickness (COVID-19 related or other) they are
mandated to stay at home.

5. Our promises to you on your premises.

a. We will only touch what we are there to service or deliver.
b. We will make every effort to have the same service people visit your premises in the

unlikely event multiple visits are required.



c. We will make every effort to keep a safe distance of at least six (6) feet from others at all
times.

d. We will use personal protective equipment (high-quality cotton face mask & disposable
gloves) both for your safety as well as our own.

6. Our promise to you at our office.

a. We will continue to encourage remote work opportunities for those with the ability to do
so effectively.

b. We will have weekly town hall staff meetings to discuss the latest information from the
BC Government and Provincial Health Officer.

c. We will continue to encourage good personal hygiene with hand-sanitizing stations at
every building entrance along with both COVID-19 and personal hygiene posters.

d. We have temporarily reduced our office work hours from 9:00am to 3:30pm while
maintaining our full service work hours of 8:00am to 5:00pm.

e. We have introduced staggered work teams/shifts in order to reduce the number of
service personnel in the warehouse at any given time while also increasing the safe
working distance from one another.

f. In addition to our standard sanitation and office cleaning practices, we have introduced
continuous team hygiene cleaning procedures to all common or public surfaces before,
during, and after each shift.

7. Circle of trust.  We have committed to keeping our circle small in order to keep your circles safe.
Recognising that we are only as strong as our weakest link, we will continue to make the
disciplined sacrifice of not over-extending our personal and professional engagements.  Further
to this, we are enforcing a mandatory 14-day self isolation period upon returning from any
international travel or for those whom live in the same household as someone confirmed with
COVID-19.

Thank you for your continued commitment to Roy’s Copier.  Your trust is paramount and we take 
that responsibility to heart.  We remain committed to diligently monitoring the developments of 
COVID-19 and will make all appropriate modifications to our procedures to ensure your safety as well 
as our own.  Should you have any questions, comments, or concerns, please contact me at your 
earliest convenience.   

Sincerely, 

Will 
General Manager 
Roy’s Copier 




